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Nest predation of PlumbeousIbis by Capuchin Monkeys and Greater Black Hawk.-The
Plumbeous Ibis or “Curicaca” (Harpiprion caerulescens)
is a neotropical speciespatchily

distributed from TucumPn in Argentina north to Mato Gross0 in Brazil, Paraguay and
Central Bolivia (Meyer de Schauensee1970). It is uncommon and little known, but information on its general ecology and behavior is available (Belton 1984, Sick 1985, Cintra
1986). In the Pantanal region of Mato Grosso, along the TranspantaneiraHighway (about
56”55’W, 17”16’S), I have found this speciesto be fairly common and I located some nests
which containedfrom eggsto youngnear fledging(up to three per nest)in August-September.
This may indicate two consecutiveclutchesper year. Unlike other ibises, the Curicacasdo
not nest in colonies, nests being constructedmore commonly on the horizontal limbs of
huge fig trees (4 of the 5 nests), I found from 8 to 20 m high. The nest is made of twigs,
resemblingthat of the Wood Stork (Mycteria americana).
In the early morning of 5 September 1987, while I followed a group of three capuchin
monkeys (C&us ape/la) in a forested area near the TranspantaneiraHighway, one of the
monkeys located an ibis’ nest about 15 m high on a leaflesstree. The monkey climbed to
the nest, and immediately was faced by the brooding ibis. The sitting bird threatened the
monkey with its half-open bill and uttered harsh cries, trying to strike as the monkey came
closer.At each of the bird’s attacksthe monkey hit it on the head with one hand, managing
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to approach and grasp one egg from under the bird as it retreated after such a blow. While
the ibis and this monkey engaged in this fighting, a second monkey approached from behind
the bird and took an egg from within the nest, almost at the same time the first monkey
succeeded in stealing the other egg. Both monkeys moved to lower branches and sucked the
eggs, dropping the empty shells and moving away. The bird kept on the nest all the time
the monkeys were nearby, screaming.
On 1 September 1988, I found an ibis sitting in a nest, about 20 m high on a limb of a
fig tree by a swamp. The following day, at about 16:OOp.m. the screaming of the bird called
my attention, and I found an immature Greater Black Hawk (Buteogallusurubitingu)on
the ibis’ nest. One parent ibis was screaming on a branch immediately below, the anterior
portion of its body and wings lowered, its bill half-open and pointing at the hawk, its neck,
body and tail feathers bristled. The hawk picked up one of the eggs with its bill and dropped
it in the nest. The ibis flew to the nest, landed on the edge, and tried to strike the hawk
with its bill. The hawk defended itself with one of its talons, and with two strikes made the
ibis withdraw to a lower limb. The hawk clumsily picked up the two eggs one at a time
dropping them several times and eventually managed to break the shells and ingest the
contents. In the meantime, the ibis hopped from one branch to another, screaming and
grooming itself.
The defensive behavior of the Plumbeous Ibis at its nest does not seem to be effective
against large and agressive nest-robbers such as monkeys and large hawks but could deter
smaller or weaker predators such as opossums, jays, and vultures. This agressive behavior
may also serve to discourage a less motivated predator. Plumbeous Ibises protest strongly
against human beings near the nest by screaming, flying only when people are too close.
This contrasts with the behavior of the colonial White Ibis (Eudocimusalbus) that may
depart readily from humans and seems more timid toward predators (Bent 1926).
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